




CHICKPEA BREAD, pickled onion and BOTARGA

PUMPKIN DRESSING and vanilla

SHEEP LABNE fritter and KALAMATA olives

GREEN PEPPER, unctuous of POLLACK and SHRIMP

KHAN CURD, field egg yolk, habanero CHILLI and CAPER

PISTACHIO KARIM, smoked herring caviar, green APPLE and black bread

DURUM WHEAT PASTA, smoked butter, EEL, burnt LEMON and TRUFFLE

GRILLED SEA BASS, roasted CHERRIES and AGRAZ-VERJUS

ROASTED and rested PIGEON, CAROB crust, pate of its insides and SAGE

CEUTÍ LEMON and mint sponge cake, coriander snow, black pepper and CLOVE

1001 nights DATE, orange blossom water and JASMINE

110 €
(VAT included)

You can choose HARMONY of wines / 55 € (VAT included)

We recommend for try to be sustainables, the anticipation in the menu election. It's a small gesture that will help us to the smooth running of the product handling and as consequence in the
environment. * The menu could be modified by the seasonal product.



CHICKPEA BREAD, pickled onion and BOTARGA

PUMPKIN DRESSING and vanilla

SHEEP LABNE fritter and KALAMATA olives

GREEN PEPPER, unctuous of POLLACK and SHRIMP

KHAN CURD, field egg yolk, CAVIAR, habanero CHILLI and CAPER

Seasoned TOMATOES, TANGERINE gelé and semi-cured bonito

PISTACHIO KARIM, smoked herring caviar, green APPLE and black bread

Natural SHRIMP, endive, RAS-ALHANOUT iberian bacon and P.X vinager

DURUM WHEAT PASTA,  EEL, burnt LEMON, smoked butter and TRUFFLE

PORK ANCHOVY water, citrus pack-choi and PUMPKIN seed oil

CUCUMBER MACERATED OYSTER, chickpea hummus and keffir snow

GRILLED SEA BASS, roasted CHERRIES and AGRAZ-VERJUS

ROASTED and rested PIGEON, CAROB crust, pate of its insides and SAGE

CEUTÍ LEMON and mint sponge cake, coriander snow, black pepper and CLOVE

1001 nights DATE, orange blossom water and JASMINE

145 €
(VAT included)

You can choose HARMONY of wines / 75 € (VAT included)

We recommend for try to be sustainables, the anticipation in the menu election. It's a small gesture that will help us to the smooth running of the product handling and as consequence in the
environment. * The menu could be modified by the seasonal product.



CHICKPEA BREAD, pickled onion and BOTARGA

PUMPKIN DRESSING and vanilla

SHEEP LABNE fritter and KALAMATA olives

GREEN PEPPER, unctuous of POLLACK and SHRIMP

GOOSE FOIE with a broth of BOLETUS EDULIS and TRUFFLE 

MATURED BEEF TARTAR, pine nuts, saffron and TURMERIC WHEY 

KHAN CURD, field egg yolk, CAVIAR, habanero CHILLI and CAPER

Seasoned TOMATOES, TANGERINE gelé and semi-cured bonito

PISTACHIO KARIM, smoked herring caviar, green APPLE and black bread

Natural SHRIMP, endive, RAS-ALHANOUT iberian bacon and P.X vinager

DURUM WHEAT PASTA,  EEL, burnt LEMON, smoked butter and TRUFFLE

PORK ANCHOVY water, citrus pack-choi and PUMPKIN seed oil

Fried Moorish TURBOT, green beans, pickled ROSES and ALBAQDUNIS mayonnaise

CUCUMBER MACERATED OYSTER, chickpea hummus and keffir snow

GRILLED SEA BASS, roasted CHERRIES and AGRAZ-VERJUS

ROASTED and rested PIGEON, CAROB crust, pate of its insides and SAGE

PLUM, goat cheese and CAVIAR

CEUTÍ LEMON, mint sponge cake, coriander snow, black pepper with CLOVE

1001 nights DATE, orange blossom water and JASMINE

HUITLACOCHE sponge cake, creamy corn and HARISSA ice cream with BLACK MOLE

205 €
(VAT included)

You can choose HARMONY of wines / 105 € (VAT included)

We recommend for try to be sustainables, the anticipation in the menu election. It's a small gesture that will help us to the smooth running of the product handling and as consequence in the
environment. * The menu could be modified by the seasonal product.
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